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GOALS

Ensure you understand our expectations for meeting requirements 
and how to report on them

Ensure you understand how to complete requirements 
meaningfully and effectively, and understand why they are 
important



Overview | HRSR Policy



Overview | HRSR Policy



REQUIREMENT 1.2
Vessel/Fisher 
Information

● Overview: Why do we ask for vessel/fisher 
information?

● What are our minimum requirements?

● When do updates on vessel/fisher info need 
to be provided?



1.2 Vessel List and/or Fisher Info | WHY?

Need to know who 

is participating to 

accurately monitor 

working 

conditions and 

remediate any 

abuses
To educate FIP fishers about the policy statement, ensure adequate grievance mechanism and conduct a risk assessment (if applicable)





OVERVIEW | Template



REMINDER

Please read 
the

Instructions
tab before 
beginning!



OVERVIEW | Requirements according to vessel size & fishing activity



OVERVIEW | Requirements according to vessel size & fishing activity



OVERVIEW 1.2| Progress reporting

When do I need to update my 
vessel/fisher information?

FIPs must provide a NEW 
vessel/fisher information 

template at each annual report 
only when vessels and/or fishers 

have changed

When there are no 
changes, FIPs confirm 
that the information 

remains current 



Need more time?

FIPs may 
request a 
12-month 

extension to 
meet the initial 

requirement 



Requesting an extension

FIPs may 
request 12 
months to 

meet the initial 
requirement 

Important!

FIPs that have been granted an 
extension must report on the status of 

working to meet the requirement every 6 
months





Which FIPs must provide a vessel 
list?

a) FIPs that meet one or more risk criteria

b) FIPs with large vessels

c) FIPs with small vessels

d) Both B & C



Which FIPs must provide a vessel 
list?

a) FIPs that meet one or more risk criteria

b) FIPs with large vessels

c) FIPs with small vessels

d) Both B & C

All FIPs also have the option to request an extension if they cannot meet the initial 
deadline.



❑ True

❑ False

True or False: FIPs with no vessels must 
provide a Fisher List



❑ True

❑ False!

True or False: FIPs with no vessels must 
provide a Fisher List

FIPs with no vessels provide a 
description of the fishers in the 
FIP, NOT a list of fisher names

Fisher Description

A description of the fishers:

• Approximate number of fishers
• Landing sites for the catch
• Home communities of the fishers
• Type of fishing practice 



a) Vessel Name

b) Vessel Size 

c) Vessel or Gear Type 

d) Owner and operator name (if applicable) 

e) Landing sites

f) Unique vessel identifier type & number

Large vessels must provide all of the following 
information on their vessel list EXCEPT:



a) Vessel Name

b) Vessel Size 

c) Vessel or Gear Type 

d) Owner and operator name (if applicable) 

e) Landing sites

f) Unique vessel identifier type (e.g., IMO)

g) Unique vessel identifier number

Large vessels must provide all of the following 
information on their vessel list EXCEPT:



❑ True

❑ False

True or False: the only required documentation 
FIPs must submit for the Vessel List Requirement 
(1.2) is the Vessel List Template



❑ True!

❑ False

True or False: the only required documentation 
FIPs must submit for the Vessel List Requirement 
(1.2) is the Vessel List Template

FIPs do not have to provide any supporting 
documentation. They only have to fill out 

the template!



When does the vessel/fisher information 
template need to be updated?

a) Never

b) Every 6 months

c) Every annual report if there have been 
changes to the vessels and/or fisher list

d) Whenever changes are made to vessels 
and/or fishers list



If there are no changes, the FIP confirms in writing that the information remains current 

When does the vessel/fisher information 
template need to be updated?

a) Never

b) Every 6 months

c) Every annual report if there have been 
changes to the vessels and/or fisher info

d) Whenever changes are made to vessels 
and/or fishers



REQUIREMENT 1.4
Grievance 
Mechanism

● Overview: Grievance mechanisms 101

● Why grievance mechanisms are important

● What are our minimum requirements?

● When do updates on the grievance 
mechanism need to be provided?



OVERVIEW | Grievance mechanisms 101

What is a grievance 
mechanism?

A formal, legal or 
non-legal complaint and 
remediation process 
that can be used by 
fishers who are being 
negatively affected by 
certain business 
activities and operations

3) Refer to experts, 
labor courts or 

authorities

1) Complaint or 
grievance filed

2) Company reviews & 
assesses complaint in 

a timely manner

3) Company proposes 
remediation 

4) Respond to affected 
worker, provide 

opportunity to appeal

General complaint & 
remedy process

(If within scope)

© IPIECA 2019



Legitimate
Accessible

Predictable
Equitable

 Transparent Rights-compatible A source of continuous learning Based on engagement and dialogue

1.4 Grievance Mechanism | WHY?

To allow fishers 

to report 

abuses in a safe 

manner

A timely and 

standard 

process should 

exist for 

remediation





FIPs can use governmental, non-governmental, 
and/or company grievance mechanisms 



Each grievance mechanism is documented in an electronic copy (e.g., .pdf, .docx) that 
has been uploaded to the profile

Each grievance mechanism outlines the full grievance and remedy process

Each grievance mechanism provides a way for fishers to report complaints in a timely 
manner (at least once every 24 hours), regardless of whether they are on land or at sea

It is clear who manages and is responsible for each grievance mechanism 

There is at least one grievance mechanism available to all fishers harvesting and/or 
transhipping FIP product

FisheryProgress must be able to verify these criteria by reviewing the grievance mechanism 
itself OR through information provided in the “details” field.

REQUIREMENT 1.4 | Minimum criteria checklist



Each grievance mechanism is documented in an electronic copy (e.g., .pdf, .docx) that 
has been uploaded to the profile

Each grievance mechanism outlines the full grievance and remedy process

Each grievance mechanism provides a way for fishers to report complaints in a timely 
manner (at least once every 24 hours), regardless of whether they are on land or at sea

It is clear who manages and is responsible for each grievance mechanism 

There is at least one grievance mechanism available to all fishers harvesting and/or 
transhipping FIP product

FisheryProgress must be able to verify these criteria by reviewing the grievance mechanism 
itself OR through information provided in the “details” field.

REQUIREMENT 1.4 | Our minimum criteria



1.4 Grievance Mechanism| FIP examples



1.4 Grievance Mechanism| FIP examples



Brief Appraisal (annual update):

➔ The extent to which the mechanism(s) has been 
used 

➔ The accessibility of the mechanism(s) 
➔ Time required to process grievances
➔ General challenges and/or successes



1.4 Grievance Mechanism| FIP examples of brief appraisals

FIPs may provide the appraisal/update as a document or provide as text in the “details” 
field for the grievance mechanism document on the Social Performance tab



1.4 Grievance Mechanism| FIP examples of brief appraisals





Which of the following would meet this criterion?

a) A grievance mechanism (GM) run by a union of 
which all fishers in the FIP are members

b) A GM run by Costco and all fishers are in 
Costco’s supply chain

c) One GM per fishing company supplying FIP 
product

d) A GM run by the ministry of labor

e) All of the above

REQUIREMENT 1.4| Available to all fishers in the FIP 



Which of the following would meet this criterion?

a) A grievance mechanism (GM) run by a union of 
which all fishers in the FIP are members

b) A GM run by Costco and all fishers are in 
Costco’s supply chain

c) One GM per fishing company supplying FIP 
product

d) A GM run by the ministry of labor

e) All of the above

REQUIREMENT 1.4| Available to all fishers in the FIP 



REQUIREMENT 1.4| Available every 24 hours
For a fishing trip that lasts longer than 24 hours, which of the following would 
meet this criterion? (can be more than one answer!)

a) A GM where the fisher reports issues to the skipper 
or responsible onboard party who can respond to 
and process complaints

b) A GM where a fisher submits complaints to a 
suggestion box located in the employer’s office

c) A GM where a fisher can text complaints to a third 
party and cell service or internet is available

d) A GM where a fisher submits complaints to their 
fishing association



REQUIREMENT 1.4| Available every 24 hours
For a fishing trip that lasts longer than 24 hours, which of the following would 
meet this criterion? ? (can be more than one answer!)

a) A GM where the fisher reports issues to the 
skipper or responsible onboard party who can 
respond to and process complaints

b) A GM where a fisher submits complaints to a 
suggestion box located in the employer’s office

c) A GM where a fisher can text complaints to a third 
party and cell service or internet is available

d) A GM where a fisher submits complaints to their 
fishing association



REQUIREMENT 1.4| Available every 24 hours
For a fishing trip that lasts shorter than 24 hours, which of the following would 
meet this criterion?

a) A GM where the fisher reports issues to the skipper

b) A GM where a fisher can text complaints to a third 
party

c) A GM where a fisher submits complaints to a 
suggestion box located in the employer’s office

d) A GM where a fisher submits complaints to their 
fishing association

e) All of the above



REQUIREMENT 1.4| Available every 24 hours
For a fishing trip that lasts shorter than 24 hours, which of the following would 
meet this criterion?

a) A GM where the fisher reports issues to the skipper

b) A GM where a fisher can text complaints to a third 
party

c) A GM where a fisher submits complaints to a 
suggestion box located in the employer’s office

d) A GM where a fisher submits complaints to their 
fishing association

e) All of the above



When do you need to report on the grievance 
mechanism?

a) Never

b) Every 6-months

c) Every annual report

d) Every 3 years



a) Never

b) Every 6 months

c) Every annual report

d) Every 3 years

The FIP must provide a brief appraisal on the effectiveness of the grievance 
mechanism as part of each annual report 

When do you need to report on the grievance 
mechanism?



HRSR Policy | When is the grievance mechanism due for my FIP?

FOR NEW FIPS:

● Existing FIPs should have or are 
working to meet this 
requirement

● FIPs that requested an extension 
last year will need to meet this 
requirement this year, or 
whenever their 12-month 
extension period has ended 

● Extensions are ONLY available 
for meeting the initial 
requirement and CANNOT be 
used for the appraisal



Requesting an extension

FIPs may 
request 12 
months to 

meet the initial 
requirement 



Requesting an extension

FIPs may 
request 12 
months to 

meet the initial 
requirement 

Important!

FIPs that have been granted an 
extension must report on the status of 

working to meet the requirement every 6 
months



Before you go… some news and reminders!

● Welcome Jamie Padilla, our new Human Rights Transparency Manager!

● Policy Statement Model translations now available in Bahasa and in 

Spanish, Chinese, Portuguese and French very soon

● New resources on the Resources for Social Responsibility page this week

● Social Responsibility Coaching Sessions hosted by the CoP next week!
jesse@fipcop.org 



Questions?



Thank you! 

As always, please feel free to reach out to us at 

contact@fisheryprogress.org


